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Abstract

The rapid growth and diffusion of the Web are nurturing a novel generation of applications which grow in size and complexity. The development of such applications is a hybrid between traditional Information System development and Hypermedia authoring [8]. It challenges the existing tools and approaches for software production [8]. Currently the development of a Web application is somewhat chaotic and often ad-hoc process lacking systematic techniques and methodologies [6]. As a result, many companies today are experiencing severe problems in the management and maintenance of the web application. Ginge et al. use the term Web crisis to describe this situation [4]. In response to that, this project is to apply Web Modeling Language (WebML) which specified for web application and .Net four-tier architecture to the appointment management handling in the university/college environment. A web based appointment management system called WBAMS is designed and implemented so that students and lecturers can arrange meetings in an effective and efficient way.

1. Introduction

With the amazing growth of web technology in the past few decades, great changes have taken place in every area of our life, for example university/college environment. It brings about the evolution on the ways of teaching, registration/administration activities and processes, such as e-learning, e-library, online portal for administrative system and so forth. However, it is not in the case of handling appointment management (between lecturers and college students).

There are two common approaches in the universities/colleges. Lecturers either put sign-up sheets on their doors (manually) or release a fixed time over a period for students to reserve a meeting. These methods do not reflect the dynamic changes or cancellation of the appointments; take an example, managing consultation time, if the lecturer only release the consultation time, many students may want to meet at the same time.

A web based appointment management system is to utilize the web technology to manage the appointments online. Though there are some web based supports in the form of static web pages showing lecturers' available time for consultation, it does not provide appointment management or any interactions with the students. Therefore, it is necessary to refer similar systems for other services in order to define the features.

Based on the literature review, most of the existing appointment management systems were developed using ad-hoc approach with consideration on functionality only. There is little emphasis on the design and development process. Only few appointment management systems adopt UML, which is a widely recognized modeling standard to design system. However, due to its complexity; UML can not perfectly achieve the goals of web application development. Web Modeling Language (WebML) which is specified for Web application can reduce development efforts (cost and time) and allows a more structured development process.

This project is to turn the traditional approach of appointment system into a web based system. It is called WBAMS and applied Web Modeling Language (WebML) and .Net four-tier architecture, so that students and lecturers can arrange meetings in an effective and efficient way.

On this system lecturers can manage the consultation over the web, e.g. set up recurrent consultation time with booking restriction and maximum appointment volume by specifying dates, times, and durations. Students will be able to make appointment, login (password authentication) and cancel appointments and so on. The system provides the appointment reminder and important notice for both lecturers and students. Cancellations by both parties will cause notification in the important notice section.

This project is not only to fulfill these functional requirements, but also designed to satisfy three non-functional requirements which are usability, performance, and maintainability.

2. Justification of Using Web Modeling Language (WebML)
Due to maintenance problem in web applications development, an appropriate design methodology that can make the design effective and understandable to developers and its reader is needed. So far most methodologies used for website design is taken from different sectors (e.g. DB, software engineering), it cannot perfectly meet website’s specified requirements. For instance, data centric methods do not cover the hypertext front-end; OO methods (e.g. UML profiles) do not capture the essence of web-based system and so on [16].

In response to this need, the W313 Project (funded by the European Community under the Fourth Framework Program) is focusing on "Intelligent Information Infrastructure" and has produced a novel Web modeling language, called WebML [14]. WebML is a design methodology that fully exploits the conceptual modeling approach of software engineering, from ideas to application [13]. It addresses the high-level, platform-independent specification and targets Web sites that require such advanced features like multi-device access (PCs, PDAs, and WAP phones), the one-to-one personalization (myYahoo, myCDNOW), and evolution management.

The model-driven approach has proved effectively in extending the classical methods and best practices of Software Engineering to the Web [15]. WebML guarantees the model-driven approach which can reduce development efforts (cost and time) and allows a more structured development process.

Besides these, according to the WebML official website and research, so far only few industrial projects (such as acer, DEI Web application etcetera) are developed with WebML. WebML is customized for web application design need further promote in the industries.

3. UML and WebML Comparison

UML is the only formal modeling language used for designing process among the existing similar systems. UML is a widespread language used by the industries to model system. However, it is not best suited for web application development. The below are the comparison between UML and WebML:

- UML is a widely recognized modeling standard used to specify, visualize, construct and document the artifacts of a system for different areas, like software engineering, business process modeling [11]. It is a general purpose modeling language, which tries to achieve compatibility with every possible implementation language [17] while WebML is specifically developed for modeling web applications.
- WebML has support for both modeling web application design and html forms. In the hypertext model, which pages the application consists of, what they contain and how they are linked are defined [16]. It also shows when data has to be sent between pages to display the content.

These features give both the customer and the developer a good overview of the web application structure and design. Hypertext model which use data entry units to model the html form is better than any model that UML provides [8].

In addition, UML is considered relatively large and complex with twelve models according to OMG (Object Management Group) while WebML consists of only four models; data model, hypertext model, user model and presentation model. WebML is a small modeling language in comparison to UML. Because of that, it is easier to understand and less time consuming than UML in the modeling process.

From the above comparison and previous section justification, it is clearly seen that WebML is more suitable for web application development; thereby WebML is chosen for our project.

4. Functional Requirements

There are six modules involved which are:

4.1 User Access Module

This module is to authenticate and authorize the user. It includes registration online and validation on username and password to access the system.

4.2 User Maintenance Module

This module is to manage and maintain the user groups. Administrator is given privilege to maintain lecturer and students accounts. Lecturers and students can also update their contact information and password through the system.

4.3 Consultation Module

This module is mainly for lecturer to manage their consultation, such as setup recurrent consultation, track appointment attendance and cancel consultation. A maximum number of appointments during the consultation session can be specified to the number of students. The lecturer can also specify booking restriction to students group, e.g. open to BSC Software Engineering students only. Based on the above setting, the system will automatically calculate each appointment’s duration and allocate on the lecturer’s schedule. Recurrent consultation is allowed to re-occur automatically on a weekly basis, fortnight basis or monthly basis. Besides that, the system will keep the appointment status to “OK” once the appointment time is over. If student is absent, the lecturer need change the appointment status to “absent”. Through this way, administrator can track the appointment attendance for further action.
4.4 Appointment Module

This module is to handle appointments for students. Student can select the available timeslot of particular lecturer in the same faculty to make appointment reservation. The system will automatically check the student's status according to the booking restriction set by the lecturer. If qualified, the appointment will be confirmed immediately. Besides that, the system does a complete check to avoid appointment conflict. Once appointments are full, the system will change the consultation status to "full". During booking, student need specify the appointment purpose and make the reservation at least one day before so that the lecturer can do the preparation. In the same way, students are asked to cancel the appointment at least one day prior to the appointment. Students can view their current appointments and appointments history.

4.5 Setup Calendar Module

The administrator can set customized calendar (Public holidays, break) in this system.

4.6 Report Module

Administrator has the right to view all the lecturers' appointments and absent students for the appointment in the report format. The lecturer also can view their appointments list. Since all the appointments are stored in the database, the users are able to trace back whenever they need to. There are also appointment search functions to allow the user to locate appointment quickly. In addition, the user can easily print the report through PDF format or export the appointment information into Excel.

5. Non-Functional Requirements

5.1 Usability

The system provides an intuitive interface by considering human-computer interactions factors, i.e. navigation, feedback, help and use of color and so forth. It is desirable to have features like one-to-one personalization.

5.2 Performance

As the user expect low latency and will not tolerate the site simply refusing the request. The response time should not exceed the user's thinking time (3 second) and be relatively stable in peak conditions.

5.3 Maintainability

The system or component can be easily modified through one or few modules without affecting the rest.

6. WebML Model Designs

WebML Models e.g. Data model, Hypertext model, and User model (see below figure) are designed using WebRatio for WBAMS. WebRatio is a CASE tool to support the WebML design process. It offers a visual environment for drawing the data and hypertext conceptual schemas [14].

6.1 Data Model / Structure Model

Data modeling is one of the most traditional and consolidated disciplines of Information Technology [13]. In WebML process, it does not propose another data modeling language, but exploits the most successful and popular notation, which is Entity-Relationship (E-R) model as Figure 1.

![Data Model](image)

Figure 1. Data Model

Figure 1 shows the system data schema describing information about Faculty, Department, Course, Student, Student Account, Lecturer, Lecturer Account, Appointment, Appointment Status, Consultation Time, its Status, Admin and Calendar. The last two tables Admin which stores the admin user name and password and Calendar that used to record the non-working days have no relationship. The relationship between the first eleven tables is either one to many or one to one. for instance, there are one or many departments within the Faculty, and one lecturer is only allowed to have one lecturer account.

6.2 Hypertext Model

6.2.1 Student Site View.

In Figure 2 which represents student site view, it consists of appointment area and student area.
6.2.2 Lecturer Site View.

Similar to Student Site view, there are two areas: Lecturer and Appointment in the Lecturer Site View. Lecturer area consists of two pages: Registration and UpdateUser Profile. Appointment Area includes SetupAvailableSlot, ViewReport and ManageAppointment pages. For instance, in ViewReport page, LecturerID is a Global Parameter. From it, the Particular Lecturer’s Appointment Lists can be retrieved from Database and displayed as index unit.

6.2.3 Administrator Site View.

The home page is presented by default when the users access the URL. From it, the user can login into AdminMenu page which is landmark page reachable from all the other pages in the site view. In the administrator site view, there are four areas: admin, appointment, lecturer and student. Each area comprises two pages. For example, AddLecturer page, through Lecturer Entry Unit, administrator can add lecturer account. If succeed (OK link green color), the information will be stored into the database and display the successful information. Else (KO link red color), the error message will appear in the AddLecturer page.
7. User Model

Based on the requirements analysis, there are three user groups: student, lecturer and administrator. Different site views shown in previous section defined for these three groups of users.

8. Presentation Model

The proposed system is designed to be simple and straightforward in order to eliminate the complexity and provide simplicity to the processes and operation. The human computer interaction (HCI) guidelines based on the books [19, 20] are considered to design the presentation model.

9. Conclusion

In summary, this paper presents the conceptual design for web based appointment management system using WebML which contains data model, hypertext model, user model and presentation model. WebML guarantees the model-driven approach which can reduce development efforts (cost and time) and allows a more structured development process. It definitely needs further promote in the industries.
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